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Abstract. We discuss quality control of environmental measurement data. Typ-
ically, environmental data is used to compute some specific indicators based on 
models, historical data, and the most recent measurement data. For such a com-
putation to produce reliable results, the data must be of sufficient quality. The 
reality is, however, that environmental measurement data has a huge variation 
in quality. Therefore, we study the use of quality flagging as a means to per-
form both real-time and off-line quality control of environmental measurement 
data. We propose the adoption of the quality flagging scheme introduced by the 
Nordic meteorological institutes. As the main contribution, we present both a 
uniform interpretation for the quality flag values and a scalable Enterprise  
Service Bus based architecture for implementing the quality flagging. We ex-
emplify the use of the quality flagging and the architecture with a case study for 
monitoring of built environment. 
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1 Introduction 

Environmental measurement and monitoring has been a growing trend for the past 
decade [1]. It is needed for instance for assessing the negative impact of human activi-
ties to the environment [2,3]. Environmental measurements, however, are prone to 
external variation and even disruptions. Therefore, raw measurement data must al-
ways be somehow preprocessed before it can be used in computations as an input. 
There exist standards for the representation of environmental data. For instance, the 
Open Geospatial Consortium provides standards for the representation and access of 
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the spatial data. However, the standards do not address the issue of data quality com-
prehensively. For instance, UncertML [4] was proposed as an extension to OGC, to 
address uncertainty representation. With UncertML, one can attach probabilistic un-
certainties to environmental data sets. Still, standards do not provide sufficient sup-
port, for instance for real-time quality control of environmental data, as discussed in 
Section 2. 

Quality flagging is a means to provide quality information on the level of individu-
al measurement data points both in real-time and off-line. Most importantly, quality 
flagging is also a reversible activity, as it preserves all original measurement values. 
As discussed in Section 2, we focus on one specific quality flagging scheme. It is the 
scheme presented by Vejen et al. [5] that is recommended and used by the Nordic 
meteorological institutes. Since the quality flagging scheme by Vejen et al. is tailored 
for weather measurement data, we propose as part of the main contribution a uniform 
interpretation for the quality flag values to be used for the flagging of any kind of 
environmental measurement data. It should be noted that the quality flagging scheme 
by Vejen et al. is not what World Meteorological Organization (WMO) refers to when 
speaking of a Quality Management Framework. In particular, WMO strives after an 
ISO certification, whereas the quality flagging scheme is a technical implementation 
of a real-time and off-line computational quality procedure. 

As the other part of the main contribution, in Section 3, we present an Enterprise 
Service Bus (ESB) [6] based architecture to perform quality flagging in a scalable and 
measurement device independent manner. In Section 4, we illustrate the use of the 
ESB based architecture to perform quality flagging of data for built environment, 
including room temperature and water consumption measurements. As the research 
work is still ongoing, we present here our complete plans. We conclude in Section 5. 

2 Quality Control of Environmental Measurement Data 

When considering quality control of environmental measurement data, there is practi-
cally one well-known proposed standard, UncertML [4]. With UncertML, one can 
attach probabilistic uncertainties to environmental data sets to support statistical pre-
processing. For instance, Williams et al. [7] used UncertML to attach uncertainty 
information to raw weather data as provided by Weather Underground1. By using 
UncertML and INTAMAP [8], they were able to estimate the bias and residual va-
riance, to adjust, merge, and interpolate temperature data from independent data 
sources. As a result, they were able to produce an interpolated temperature map for 
the whole UK based on the Weather Underground data with statistical corrections.  

Although UncertML does provide means to improve the quality of environmental 
data, it operates on the level of measurement data sets. Such level of data quality, 
however, is not sufficient for all applications. A complementary approach is to  
perform quality control on the level of individual measurement data points. For this 
purpose quality flagging is used. 
 

                                                           
1 http://www.wunderground.com 
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Table 1. Quality flag values and their original interpretation [5] along with the proposed 
generic interpretation 

Flag Original interpretation Generic interpretation 
0 No check performed Value not checked 
1 Observation is ok Approved value 
2 Suspected small difference Suspicious value 
3 Suspected big difference Anomalous value 
4 Calculated value Corrected value 
5 Interpolated value  Imputed value 
6 (Not defined originally) Erroneous value 
7 (Not defined originally) Frozen value 
8 Missing value Missing value 
9 Deleted value Deleted value 

The Nordic meteorological institutes have developed a fully functioning quality 
flagging scheme as discussed by Vejen et al. [5]. It provides both real-time and off-
line quality flagging. Vejen et al. [5] distinguish between four quality control levels. 
QC0 is a real-time quality control performed by the measurement devices or stations. 
QC1 is a real-time quality control performed by the data acquisition system prior to 
storing the data. QC2 is an off-line quality control performed by the data management 
system based on the stored data. Lastly, HQC is the final off-line quality control 
check performed by a human operator. Each of these levels use the same quality flag 
values as indicated in Table 1. Thus, the quality flag is a number with four digits: 
C=EQC0+10×EQC1+100×EQC2+1000×EHQC, where each EQC0, EQC1, EQC2 and EHQC are 
quality flag values for the corresponding quality control levels. 

Because the quality flagging scheme by Vejen et al. is designed for weather mea-
surements, it does not apply to generic environmental measurement data. In particu-
lar, the original interpretation can be non-informative or misleading in a generic case. 
Also, the original flag values do not support observations of a malfunctioning mea-
surement device that produces constant, “frozen”, or clearly erroneous measurement 
values. Therefore, we propose a generic interpretation for the quality flag values, as 
indicated in Table 1. The proposed interpretation is downwards compatible with the 
original interpretation, so that it could also be used for weather measurements. In 
particular, in the generic interpretation “suspicious value” and “anomalous value” are 
used instead of “small difference” and “big difference”. Also, “imputation” is used 
instead of “interpolation”, as interpolation may not be applicable in a generic case. 
Similarly, the generic interpretation replaces “calculated value” with “corrected val-
ue” to emphasize the difference between value correction and missing value imputa-
tion. Lastly, the generic interpretation uses the two originally unused flag values for 
diagnostics, to indicate a clear measurement error or a “frozen” measurement value.  

It should be noted that quality flagging is a complementary approach with respect 
to use of UncertML. In particular, quality flagging operates on the level of individual 
measurement points, whereas UncertML operates on the level of data sets. Thus, both 
can be applied to the same data set at the same time to provide detailed information 
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about the data quality. What makes the quality flagging an attractive approach is that 
it supports quality restrictions during the data queries. For instance, one can query 
only such data, where the final quality check has been performed. Similarly, one can 
query data, where there are no QC0 or QC1 failures or corrections. Implementing 
such queries requires no extra work, as they can be constructed based on the quality 
flag values. Such a query style is supported, for instance, by all SQL databases. Fur-
thermore, queries about failures, suspicions, and corrections provide valuable infor-
mation to be used with UncertML. In particular, information about bad quality can be 
used to select and fine tune appropriate statistical and probabilistic model for Un-
certML, to match the observed data quality. 

Quality flagging provides also valuable information to systems diagnostics and 
maintenance. The frequency and trend of quality failures function as indicators for 
device failures or model inadequacies. Thus, the bigger the measurement network is, 
the more useful and valuable quality flagging becomes. This is something that is not 
currently addressed by methods such as UncertML that focus on interoperability at 
the level of datasets. 

3 The Enterprise Service Bus Based Architecture 

As depicted in Fig. 1, the role of the ESB is to pass measurement data as messages 
between services. More specifically, we use here WSO2 ESB2. The ESB is extended 
and configured so that it has a dedicated port and a mediator for each sensor. Thus, a 
sensor performs QC0 on the measurement data after each measurement and sends the 
data in its native format, such as JSON or XML, to the dedicated ESB port. The ESB 
then redirects the received measurement data to a dedicated mediator that performs 
QC1 and passes the checked measurement data back to the ESB. The ESB then redi-
rects the checked measurement data to a data storage. The ESB is configured to trig-
ger QC2 on stored data on regular intervals. The actual QC2 is then performed by a 
computational service, for which we use Octave3. For this purpose, a predetermined 
subset of the stored data is retrieved for the computational service. After QC2, the 
checked data is stored back to the data storage. Lastly, HQC is performed by a human 
operator on the data that is already checked by QC2. HQC is initiated by the human 
operator through a dedicated client application. The client application accesses the 
stored data requested by the operator through the ESB. Similarly, after HQC, the 
client application stores the checked data back to the data storage through the ESB. 

The advantage of the ESB architecture is that it can be reconfigured by an adminis-
trator while the system is running. Therefore, it is possible to add new sensors and 
algorithms, as well as expand and refactor a data storage while the system is in use. 
The reception ports of the ESB can also be configured to receive measurement data as 
messages virtually in any format. For instance, the WSO2 ESB supports by default 
messages that are passed in HTTP and SOAP format. It should be noted that the ESB  
 
                                                           
2 http://wso2.com/products/enterprise-service-bus/ 
3 https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/ 
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Fig. 1. An Enterprise Service Bus based architecture for quality flagging 

 
architecture is scalable by using multiple ESB instances to improve performance by 
passing the messages in between them. Several concurrent instances of the ESB archi-
tecture can also be used to make the overall system more robust and fault-tolerant. 

The ESB architecture also supports the use of OGC SWE Standards. The ESB ar-
chitecture can be extended with ports configured, for instance, to receive and pass 
OGC O&M compliant data. Similarly, the architecture can be extended to support the 
OGC SOS standard for sensor data management. 

4 Case Study 

As our case study, we consider the monitoring of residential buildings. The buildings 
sector is the largest user of energy and CO2 emitter in the EU, estimated at approx-
imately 40% of the total consumption. In particular, we study a specific home moni-
toring system called AsTEKa [9,10]. For simplicity, we consider here only two  
variables: room temperature and water consumption. The sensors for these two va-
riables are both physically and technologically different. As the research work is still 
ongoing, we present here our complete plans. We have already implemented the ESB 
architecture and we have studied various statistical methods to be used in the quality 
flagging. We have also implemented example mediators for quality control, but we 
have not yet implemented in full the quality flagging scheme that we discus next. 

We decided not to consider all quality flag values for all quality control checks. In-
stead, only the most critical quality checks are considered, as indicated in Table 2. In 
particular, QC0 was not used, as AsTEKa uses low-cost sensors that do not support 
real-time computations. Instead, QC1 is extended to consider also the checks usually 
performed by QC0.  

 
Room Temperature. Fig. 2 depicts the whole chain of quality control for room tem-
perature data. QC1 decides coarsely if the data points are approved, suspicious, erro-
neous, or missing. As QC1 runs once a minute, quality controlled data points are 
available one minute after the measurement. Hence, such approved data points can be  
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Table 2. Quality flag values used in AsTEKa quality control; an applicable flag value is 
indicated by “yes” 

Flag Interpretation QC1 QC2 QC3 HQC 
0 Value not checked no  no yes yes 
1 Approved value no yes yes yes 
2 Suspicious value no yes yes yes 
3 Anomalous value no no yes yes 
4 Corrected value no no yes yes 
5 Imputed value no no yes yes 
6 Erroneous value no yes yes no 
7 Frozen value no no yes no 
8 Missing value no yes yes no 
9 Deleted value no no yes yes 

 

Fig. 2. Quality control of room temperature data 

used for near real-time control of heating and cooling. By avoiding using suspicious 
and erroneous data points we can also avoid unnecessary heating and cooling.  

Since QC2 runs every 2 hours, data after QC2 can be used for alerting occupants 
and maintenance personnel of anomalies and potential malfunctions. When consider-
ing heating and cooling, a 2 hours window is sufficient to prevent systemic failures 
that could cause damage to devices or structures. Thus, data after QC2 is particularly 
suited for diagnostic purposes and detecting occupant behavior or system settings 
causing to waste energy. 

As HQC aims at resolving frozen, erroneous, or missing data, it is useful for ana-
lyzing structural changes in the residential building. Because structures weaken over 
time and the performance of heating or cooling devices also deteriorates over time, 
one can expect an increasing trend in use of energy over time. This trend can be com-
puted by comparing quality controlled room temperature values with use of heating 
and cooling energy. As such a change is not abrupt, it is sufficient to perform HQC 
once a month. The frequency and number of performed corrections by HQC acts also 
as an indicator for the condition of the home monitoring system as a whole. 
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Fig. 3. Quality control of water consumption data 

Water Consumption. Fig. 3 depicts the whole chain of quality control for water con-
sumption data. QC1 decides coarsely if the data points are approved, suspicious, erro-
neous, or missing. As QC1 runs once a minute, only the erroneous and missing data 
points are of interest. In such a case, maintenance personnel could be notified and the 
measurement devices could be repaired quickly. 

Since QC2 runs every 2 hours, data after QC2 can be used for alerting occupants 
and maintenance personnel of anomalies and potential malfunctions. In particular, the 
data after QC2 can be used to spot leaks and malfunction of valves and appliances 
that use water. When considering water consumption, a 2 hours window is generally 
sufficient to prevent systemic failures that could cause damage to appliances or struc-
tures. Thus, data after QC2 is particularly suited for diagnostic purposes and detecting 
occupant behavior or system malfunctions causing to waste water or causing structur-
al damage. The frequency and number of performed corrections by QC2 indicates 
also the condition of the home monitoring system as a whole. 

As HQC aims at resolving remaining frozen data, it is useful for analyzing the 
condition of appliances as well as occupant behavior that leads to wasting water. As 
such conditions do not evolve fast over time, it is sufficient to perform HQC once a 
month.  

5 Conclusion 

We studied the use of quality flagging as a means to perform quality control of envi-
ronmental measurement data. We proposed the adoption of the quality flagging 
scheme introduced by the Nordic meteorological institutes to be used with any kind of 
environmental measurement data. We presented both a uniform, generalized interpre-
tation for the quality flag values and a scalable Enterprise Service Bus based architec-
ture for implementing the quality flagging. We exemplified the use of the quality 
flagging a case study for the monitoring of built environment. Our research is ongo-
ing. We presented our design and approach to quality control by quality flagging. We 
have implemented the core ESB based architecture and we are currently implement-
ing the quality flagging algorithms. 
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As for future work, we plan on studying occupant profile-based imputation of 
missing or erroneous values. Such profiling based models could also be used earlier in 
quality control, for instance, by having QC1 flagging suspicious values with respect 
to profile based reference values. We also plan on including different kinds of mea-
surement variables, such as CO2 and humidity. This would enable monitoring indoor 
air quality and automated notifications on degraded air quality. We are also simulta-
neously investigating the use of quality flagging in a sensor network monitoring water 
quality of lakes in Finland together with the Finnish Environment Institute. 
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